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Budget plan saves SLUH frotn tnarket loss
Andy Neilsen
Editor in Chief
oney. From Nelly to Wall Street,
everyone is thinking of their
portfolios. With the recent downturn in
the s tock market, companies and
individuals, including SLUH, are looking
for ways to protect their investments.
Because of good financial planning
by the Endowment Investment
Committee, SLUH has provided for such
slumps in the market by placing a year's
worth of operating expenses in "liquid
assets" such as easily sold bonds and
other finance. As a result, SLUH will not
have to sell off its stock market equity at
the low price of a receeded market. Vice
President Brian Sweeney assures the
community that, "For anything that was
budgeted this year, we will complete the
project."
Sweeney emphasized how fortunate
the school was to have the year's worth of
operating costs at hand for this
contingency. Because of upcoming bond
payments, SLUH needs a large cash
reserve-which the parachute budget
provides for-to make these payments on
time. "It would be devastating if we had to
sell (the equity) at this time," Sweeney
said.
President Paul Sheridan, S.J., also
assures the staff that there will be no
cutbacks as a result of the drop in the stock
market. "There are no plans to reduce
staff positions, salaries, or benefits,"
Sheridan said. Even if the recession
continues, Sheridan said, SLUH will not
cut back in these areas.
As all companies are, SLUH is reevaluating its expenses in areas other than
staff payment. Sheridan cited insurance

M

policies, utilities, operations, and various
workshops that teachers are sent to as
areas where SLUH will try to cut costs.
The cost cutting investigation is still
preliminary at this point; no changes have
been made yet.
With immediate concern s of
operational funding and staffpayment out
ofthe way, SLUH's financial situation is
still subject to some change. The expansion
project Vision 2000 may be delayed as a
result of the stock market's recession.
This possible delay is not a result of money
that was lost in the stock market, but
money from donors and potential donors.
"It's only natural that you would expect
some decline in giving; (the donors) are
invested in the stock market, too," says
Chairman of the Board Ted Hellman. He

says that many donors are "planning a gift
(to SLUH) depending on stock market
success."
Hellman says that no donors have
withdrawn their pledges to Vision 2000,
but he does expect some dropoff in
donations. Both Sheridan and Hellman
believe that Vision 2000 may be delayed
depending on the future success of the
market, though Sheridan says that there is
no official delay of the new buildings
planned for the campus.
The only immediate delay involves
the new weight room that will be located
in the new space from the excavation. ·
Sheridan cites the recession of the stock
market as the primary result for the delay
of the project, and estimates that furnishing
see DOW JONES, 3

Parking spaces on Berthold lot
given to faculty tnetnbers
Tim Piechowski
Core Staff
aving adequate parking, and ensuring
the safety of those parking spots, has
been on the SLUH community's mind for
years. This year parking has been
extremely tight, due to construction in the
alley and increased attendance at the 7:20
a.m. Masses. Acting to secure the area,
and better accomodate parents and visitors,
Head of Security Charlie Clark, Principal
Robert Bannister, and Plant Manager
Patrick Zarrick have begun changing how
and where faculty, and consequently
students, can park.
The construction this year; which

H

closed off the alley for the first few weeks
of school, jammed the faculty parking lot
and left no space for visitors to park. To
free up parking for visitors, Bannister,
Clark, and Zarrick have decided to move
the dumpster off of the upper parking lot,
and park the OEC trailer in a different
location. Also, some faculty will now be
double parking in the alley, if their
schedules allow them to do so.
Said Zarrick: "For instance, Mr.
Zinselmeyer, who leaves earlier than Dr.
Bannister, will park directly behind
Bannister."
Finally, faculty members who have
offices on the south side of the building
have been asked to volunteer to park in
see PARKING, 5
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FRIDAY. SEPT. 28
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Bellarmine Univ., Bradley Univ., Eckerd CoiL, Knox Coil.,
Marquette Univ., Quincy Univ., Southeast Missouri State, S. Methodist Univ.,
V-FB@ Mattoon IL@ 7pm
N-Soccer@ Vianney@ 4pm
SATURDAY. OCT. 29
V/JV/C XC @Jesuit Invitional @
Chaminade
V -Soc. @ Vianney @ 7pm
B-Soc. @ Vianney @ 5pm
C-Soc. @ DeSmet Tourn.
V-WP vs. DeSmet @ Rec Plex @ 6pm
MONDAY.OCT. l
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Army Recruiter, Kansas
St. Univ., Rockhurst Univ.,
V- Soc.@ Hudson Mem. Tourn.
B-Soc. vs. Collinsville @ Compton Drew
@4pm
C-Soc.@ DeSmet Tourn.
NN-WP@ John Bourghs@ 4/Spm

Volume LXXVII
Calendar
TUESDAY. OCT. 2
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Univ. of Evanville,
Hendrix Coli., Illinios Wesleyan Univ.,
Princeton Univ., St. Louis Univ.
Jr/Sr Lunch: Blackburn Coli., Claremont
McKenna Coil., Wittenberg Univ. (Sign
up in the Counseling office)
V-Soc.@ Hudson Mem. Tourn.
C-Soc. @ DeSmet Tourn.
N -Soc. vs. Clayton @Shaw Park@ 4pm
JV/B XC @ DuBourg Invi tional @
Wilmore Park@ 4pm
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 3
Schedule E
Jr/Sr Lunch: Grinnell Coli., Ponoma Coil.,
Creighton Univ. (Sign up in the Counseling office)
V-Soc.@ Hudson Mem. Tourn.
B-Soc. vs. Chaminade @ Compton Drew
@ 4pm
C-Soc. @ DeSmet Tourn.

Se tember 28-0ct. 4
Activity Period: Lyon Coli., McKendree
Coli., Univ. ofMissouri-Columbia,Regis
Univ.
Sophomore Class Liturgy
B-FB vs. Francis Howell North@ 4pm
V-Soc. @Hudson Mem. Tourn.
C-Soc. @ DeSmet Tourn.
N -Soc. vs. CBC @ Compton Drew @
4pm
NN-WP vs. MICDS@ 4/Spm
FRIDAY. OCT. 5
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Loyola Univ.-Chicago,
Webster Univ.
Jr/Sr Lunch: Univ. ofMissouri-Rolla(Sign
up in the Counseling office)
V-FB@ Francis Howell North@ 7pm
C-FB vs. DuBourg @ Compton Drew @
4pm
V-Soc. @Hudson Mem. Tourn.
C-Soc. @ DeSmet Tourn.
V/JV/C XC @ Metro Invitional @
Jefferson Barracks @ 4pm

THURSDAY. OCT. 4
ScheduleR

STOMP
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(from 8)
directions and turn on the jets," said
injured receiver Nick Brescia. "He gives
us an extra dimension on offense and
takes some of the pressure of off Dossie."
Later in the second quarter, quarterback Dossie Jennings hooked up with
Tim Boyce on a 24-yard fade pattern
towards the corner of the end zone. Later
in the quarter, Carter took the hand-off
from Jennings and rushed off of the left
tackle on a sweep, blowing past the defenders uncontested and reaching the end
zone for a 13-yard touchdown run. This
score marked the third touchdown for
Carter on the night and gave the Jr. Bills a
convincing 42-7 lead going into the half.
The second half began with all of the
starters on the bench. Coach Gary Kornfeld
used this time to get his backups and
inexperienced players a chance to play.
"It was nice to cross the sidelines and
get into the game," said junior Nathan
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McMahill. "Everyone got a chance to
show the coaches what they have."
The "utility" players, as they like to
call themselves, held their own against
the Griffin starters as each team scored
one touchdown in the second half. The
Foothills' offense started off the half with
an impressive drive. Junior Joe Moellering
made a block to enable Brent Harvey,
who ran for 94 yards on 10 carries, to cap
off the drive with a 5-yard touchdown run
and put SLUH up 49-7.
The Jr. Bills improved their overall
record to 4-0 and 2-0 in the MCC.
The Foothills will travel to Matoon,
illinois, tonight to play Matoon High
School in an interstate battle at 7 p.m.
STUCO has rented buses to give students
a chance to watch the team play on the east
side. Ten dollars will get you a seat on the
bus and a hot dog. Be sure to pack accordingly for at least a two-hour drive.

(from 9)
would have taken them all."
Traveling with another adopting
couple from Chicago and a CNN camera
crew filming a feature on international
adoptions to the U.S., Digman said the
trip, "was the best trip [we've] ever taken."
Spending only a few days in St. Petersburg for court proceedings and then taking the midnight train to Moscow to go
through the American Embassy, even the
places they stayed seemed to be made for
them. At the time, Digman's wife was
working for Monsanto, and their office in
Moscow had living quarters where the
newfound family could stay.
Commenting on the orphanage that
Misha grew up in, Digman recalled the
story of the going away party held for
Misha: "You could see tears in the eyes of
the workers and some kids, and you could
tell he was in a great environment where
he was truly loved."
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Three ASC

teachers
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SLUH

11/ootfwort/i ~icM~ ant!Par{er ma{e up '01- '02 J{SC sta_ff
attended Truman State University, where
whom he's working, isn't sure "if (he) will
ever be a teacher, but I think he would
he majored in Studio Art with an emphasis
on teaching.
become a great teacher."
hey' re back! Four years removed
Woodworth joined the ASC as an
Rounding out the new ASC additions
experiment to see if he wanted to teach,
and a bit wiser maybe, but they're
to SLUH is DerekEichholz, who graduated
from SLUH in 1997. Eicholz works in the
back. Every year, the
m::: T'"'1\"11U."0T!~~ and it's working out well so
7
science department with Patrick Zarrick,
far. He wants to "pass on the
Alumni Service Corps gives
assisting him with an envioronmental
their participants, recent
enthusiasm... for art" and
science class and his CSP duties.
college undergraduates, a
teach the students that art is
Eichholz went to St. Louis University,
chance to test the waters of
a viable alternative for a
teaching. And this year the
where he took two and a half years of Precollege degree. "I want to
Med, but became disillusioned with it, so
ASC class is a talented and
show the students it's okay
diverse crew: Rusty Parker, ~.....;;;:!!!i!!!li'-\....
to be an art major," he said.
he majored in philosophy.
English; Derek Eichholtz, Art teacher John Woodworth
Woodworth
Eicholz wanted to return to SLUH
science; and John Woodworth, art.
is cur-rently teaching a senior portfolio
because he remembered just how much
course designed to give
Rusty Parker graduated from SLUH
CSP and SLUH meant to
him. Here his teaching is a
in 1997 and is the proverbial English
serious fine arts seniors a
major/aspiring teacher. After graduating
service, both to the students
collecti on of work that
with a dual undergraduate degree in
could be ex hibited to
and himself. He wants to
English and Russian studies, Parker joined
colleges for admissions
"transcend the common
the ASC to fulfill his ambition of teaching
purposes. He has also taken
rnindset," teaching students
on a section of
English, a passion he credits
(and in the process, himself)
freshman,
~
to the Tim O'Brien novel The
that there is more to life
·"}
.1 Things They Carried.
and, while he Enghsh
. teacher Rusty Parker
than selfish, destructive
behavior. This teaching
"O'Brien taughtmethat
finds they do
endeavor is a project for himself, as well.
by telling all these stories...
care about the art, he is still
"I want to grow into the Ignatian ideal ... of
(we)insomesensearesaving
surprised by some of the
behavioral aspects of ·a man for others," he said.
a part of ourselves," he said,
After his year here, Eicholz wants to
"and literature took on a
teaching freshmen.
continue his service by finding a way to
whole new realm for me
AfterhisyearatSLUH,
then."
Science/CSP teacher Derek Eicholz Woodworth too wants to
help his community with a law degree.
But for right now he thinks SLUH is his
English was the only class Parker
move on to graduate school, but he's not
best chance to grow as a moral person
was ever really passionate about, and he
sure whetherornot he' II return to teaching
committed to service.
hopes to instill that passion in the students
after that. Art teacher John Mueller, with
he teaches now. He currently teaches two
r------'7/i---::ts:-.-m-~-'e-,~
c..-..=-.z-it_P_TI_~-~n-rA---:sections of freshman English, and is co~·
.I X5
'J
teaching Alienated Heroes this semester
to the Iron Casting Company, or the
Vol. Ill Number 1 Sept. 26, 1939
and African-American Voices next with
Anheiser Bush Brewery."
'The science club has sent out a call for
fellow English teacher Pat Coldren, but
members and all juniors interested in
he says getting back to the grammar
Vol. V Number 1 Sept. 26,1941
science are urged to attend the frrst meeting.
portion for the freshman has been an
"One of the most practical improvements
Jack Valenta, chairman of the activity
odyssey in itself.
made this year is the new two way public
commitee, has planned an extremely
After his ASC stint, Parker wants to
address system. This enables Fr.
interesting program for the first meeting.
go back to graduate school and then
Zimmerman to address the entire student
Jack has planned to demonstrate to the
hopefully continue teaching.
body, wherever they may be, even in the
club the Therrnite process of welding, a
Just by meeting John Woodworth in
chapel, without calling an assembly,
spectacular method in which iron is molten
his natural studio environment, you can
saving much time and eliminating
within five seconds amid a galaxy of
sense he's an artist, and a fine one at that.
confusion of former years."
sparks. The club will also discuss the first
Woodworth, another SLUH alum,
of their proposed trips, which will be either

Geoff Brusca
Reporter
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
McCarthy urges solidarity with terrorism victims
To the Editor:
I cannot describe the feelings of sadness and disbeliefthat swept
over the nation the past two weeks. I would hke to put out a call
for sohdarity. I ask that all of us wear red, white, and blue
ribbons not as a show of fanatical patriotism, but as a show of
solidarity to our brothers and sisters in New York and
Washington, D.C. As Americans, we are not always going to
agree with each other. Many things about this war will be
debated in the weeks and years ahead. However, we need to let

the world know that we are devoted to one another and that we will
band together. When I watched the rescue workers in New York,
it didn't matter if a person was black or white; everyone was
helping each other. There has never been so strong a show of
support and love in my lifetime. Americans of all walks oflife have
shown a great concern for each other. Let us keep up this support
by our prayers, actions, and deeds.
Librarian Eleanora McCarthy

Storey believes that Kane missed the point
To the Editor:
Brian Kane claims that when President Bush said that we were
at war this was an "abstract" declaration of war on terrorism
comparable to our government's declaration of war on drugs.
There is nothing abstract about how President Bush intends to
respond to the attack on the World Trade Center, just as there is
nothing abstract about our country's war on drugs. Right now,
the United States is supporting the use of lethal pesticides on
farmers in Columbia and other nations where drug crops are
prevalent, and is helping these countries violently suppress
demonstrations against this action. Farmers-most of whom
have nothing to do with the drug trade- are having their way of
life shatttered, the public health is deteriorating, and people are
dying. This is not abstract; it is very concrete and real.
Kane also said that if the Taliban refuses to turn over bin
Laden to the United States, they are effectively endorsing his
activities. This is true, but there are two important facts that
Kane omitted from his argument. First of all, we don' tknow for

sure that it was bin Laden or any other terrorist in Afghanistan that
orchestrated the attack. Afghani terrorists m ay indeed be
responsible, but we are sitting on an international powder keg and
cannot afford to ignite it with brash assumptions. Second of all, the
prospective war that we are looking at is not a war that will only
affect the Taliban. It will have drastic effects on the Afghani
people, most of whom have no love for the Taliban at all. Would
it be a reasonable solution to violently assault these people until _
they find a way to force their government to turn over bin Laden?
Finally, there is of course Jesus's teaching that we should
"turn the other cheek," which Kane promptly dismissed as a
cliche. As far as I know, the teaching of turning the other cheek is
a core belief of Christianity and is notjustfluffy rhetoric. Although
the government and the media have certainly equated endorsing a
violent response to this attack with patriotism, Christians are
called to follow Jesus's teachings before they are called to be blind
patriots.
Chris Storey, ' 02

A reading from the book of STUCO according to Wacker
Hey Jr. Bills,
Greetings from your leaders ! Wacker here. Yep, I lost the
thumb-wrestling tournament (besttwoout ofthree) in homeroom
yesterday. It was a fluke, Banahan, I wasn 'teven trying. So I'm
stuek blessed with ehore delight of writing the weekly .,hpiel of
incoher cnt babble trying to gain nrttch needed 1 e.,pectability for
STUCO letter to the editor.
Lets see. What's corning up? Well, tonight we will journey
to the far reaches of the Earth Mattoon, IL to take on a pn.,h-o vet
formidable Mattoon football team. Take the bus, eat a hot-dog,
and cheer the team to a total domination ofthe inferiorMattoon1te~
victory.
Saturday, we will take on the Griffens from Vianney.
When you get to the parking lot before the game, try not to fall
because of the oil ~licks speed bumps. They'll come at us with
bottle~ ofV 05 and V~eline all their might, but the SoccerBills
are sure to make tho~e Lindber gh-cr ni.,ing, nrttlti-color ed ~tatne
ow ning ~lobs pay for beating ns in the CDC tonmament atone
for the loss earher this season.
So, I've planned your weekend for you. That's all I can

make up got. !Vaya con Dios Muchachos !
Brian Wacker,
STUCO Religious Affairs Commish

DOW JONES
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(from 1)
of the new, "state-of-the-art" weight room will begin in a year.
SLUH does stand to lose some in the recession. Sheridan
estimates that 65 percent of SLUH's stock lies in equity, which
takes the largest hit during a recession. The other 35 percent of
stock is in mutual funds, which offer some protection from
recession. Sheridan says that SLUH' s investment strategy is longterm, which means that SLUH does not plan to sell off its stock and
thus will not lose much immediately.
The financial situation at SLUH now remains similar to what
it was before this recent recession, but not without some questions
looming on the horizon. Ifthe market continues to slide, the Board
will have to consider pushing Vision 2000 back farther and will
have to seriously re-evaluate SLUH's spending.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Sansone challenges Kane's commentary on prayer service
To the Editor:
Last week, Brian Kane, a member of core staff, wrote a letter
regarding Father Harrison's prayer service. I thought several of
his points deserved a second look.
First off, I found it odd that he referred to the war that
President Bush has declared on terrorism as a "metaphorical
war." Although I am aware of the fact that only Congress can
declare war, I do not think President Bush was being facetious
when he made that statement. I do believe that the United States
will respond to these acts of terrorism with actual, not
metaphorical, missiles.
Secondly, he described terrorism as an "abstract thing." I

think the friends and relatives of the 6000 missing and the
survivors of those attacks would define terrorism as a very real
thing. If terrorism ever was an abstraction for Americans, it
certainly ceased to be on the 11th of September.
He also referred in his letter to the Catholic doctrine of selfdefense. Certainly the Catholic Chruch allows for self-defense.
But it never allows the taking of innocent life, even in selfdefense.
Our President has not declared a metaphorical war on an
abstract thing. The reality is that real weapons will kill real
people, innocent or not.
Tony Sansone, '02

Drakesmith questions security's treatment of students
To the Editor:
As I drove in to the student parking lot on Wednesday, I quickly
smiled because I saw several open spots in the senior parking lot.
But soon after this, I was harshly told to direct my car to the very
back corner of the parking lot. I thought to myself, "Why am I not
able to park in the ten or fifteen spots open right next to the
school?" But when I asked that question to the security guard who
directed me towards the back of the parking lot, I was told that
those spots were now reserved for faculty. Then once again I
thought, "Doesn't faculty already have their own parking lot?"
So upon further review of this matter, I went to ask Mr.
Clark, the new head of security, why we students could not park
in the open spaces in the student parking lot. He said, "The faculty
parking lot is getting crowded and some teachers are complaining
about not having a parking spot. Therefore, we have to move
some of the teachers' cars down to the student parking lot." But

when I asked him about those students who drive to school who
are now going to have to park all the way past the Science Center,
he rudely told me, "Hey, you are at the bottom of the food chain,
that'sjusthowitworksout."Iamsorry, butidon'tagreewithhim
at all. We are not at the "bottom of the food chain"; we have
merely been placed there. I am not here to blame the faculty,
because I am sure it is difficult to find open spots.
But I am here to tell the security that we students also need
spots to park, and that this is a violation against our rights as
students. I am not telling the students to show total disregard for
the security, because I know that their main purpose is to protect
students. But respect goes both ways and I feel that the students
are not receiving any respect by the security. I did not write this
letter because I really care about the longer walk, but it is about
the lack of respect being shown to us by our own security.
Brad Drakesmith, '02

Neuner provides another look and response to terrorism
To the Editor:
What do we do? This is the question that is on everybody's mind
as we enter a new phase after the horrific events of September 11.
I have been reading the student responses from my dorm room
here at the University of Richmond, one hour from the Pentagon,
and I have taken great interest in how every single person seems
to be dealing with this tragedy and what the proper response is.
Some say with force, some say peace.
I was just as shocked as all of you when I heard the news.
That whole day, I was glued to the television; I did not want to do
anything else that day other than watch the horror unfold.
I have a friend whose dad was in the World Trade Center
when it was hit; he made it out okay. Another freshman 's dad is
still missing beneath the rubble; he has gone home to spend time
with his family. Many of my friends are from the New York/New
Jersey area, and when they go home for Fall Break in three weeks,
they will go home to a totally different city. Washington D.C., as

I said earlier, is one hour away from where I am sitting right now.
The terrorists were not going to stop there, though. They were
going to come down and hit Richmond also. Why? Richmond is
where the Federal Reserve is. What would have happened if they
would have struck the Federal Reserve, which is ten minutes
from where I am sitting?
It is essential that the United States respond with force
because then we can show the world that we are not going to sit
on the sidelines and let terrorists push us around. I will pray to
God that the United States is successful in this campaign. Many
people are volunteering to serve their country when this war on
terrorism will start. I am not going to criticize these people for
wanting to take out these terrorists. I pray that they remember
who they are fighting for: those whose lives were lost. I pray that
God gives the United States all the strength He has to make sure
we· succeed in making sure this never happens again.
David Neuner, '01
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CSP expands for '01-'02, trains new recruits
Dan Butler
Core Staff

T

his year the SLUH Community
Service Program has started out under
moderators Rob Garavaglia and Patrick
Zarrick with the hope of topping last year's
success. Aided by their fancy new offices,
they have begun rapidly expanding the
program. Several new sites have been
added to this year's list, along with the
new manual and Immersion Program. In
addition, all of the familiar sites are also
being visited by SLUH volunteers.
So far there has been a huge turnout,
with 16 faculty members and numerous
volunteers. In his homily two weeks ago,
Father Sheridan spoke of the importance
of service, and apparently many students
took his message to heart. Zarrick noted
that the moderators have "really been
pleased with the initial response."
With the large numbers of volunteers
this year, Zarrick also wants everyone to
know that, "Ifsomeone wants to do service,
we'll find a spot."
Garavaglia, along with last year's
CSP teacher volunteers Adam Conway
and Bill Sheahan, has put together a
lengthy manual for this year's participants.
The idea is to "incorporate prayer ·and
reflection into the service that we do,"
said Garavaglia. Zarrick adds that the
moderators "want the reflections to be
informal, but substantive." The lengthy
description of the CSP program and the
new reflection material will be available
.
to all members this year.
The group this year will continue to
visit Karen House, Faith House, Turner
Middle School, Our Little Haven, Casey' s
Angels, Midtown Catholic Charities,
North Side Community Center, and the
Fusz Pavilion.
A few of the new programs this year
include the V.A. Hospital, located
downtown, where volunteers assist
workers in the library or the emergency
room. Tutoring will be needed for the
recently reopened Adams Middle School,
which is located near St. Cronans. Loyola
Academy, which was formerly only open

to Presidents Ambassadors, will also be
looking for SLUH students to help tutor.
Another new project the moderators
have been working on is the Immersion
Program. The hope is for SLUHjuniors to
take "an urban plunge," as described by
Garavaglia.
Along with Jesuits from St. Louis
University, thirty SLUH juniors will be
donating the first few days of their spring
break to serve at the Charles Lwanga
Center. Garavaglia hopes it to be a type of
service project akin to a student retreat.
Habitat for Humanity is again on the

plate this year for the CSP program. In
early August 2002, CSP plans to have to
juniors turn out to build a house in
Hamilton Heights. They will be working
in conjunction with volunteers from twelve
other area high schools, including
Chaminade, DeSmet, John Burroughs.
Other corning attractions from the
revamped program this year include two
dinner reflections where CSP covers the
meal cost, a retreat at the White House
February 11th and 12th, and a prayer
group during Activity Period- which
offers snacks.

PARKING
(from 1)
reserved spots on Berthold. Faculty did
not request to be parked on Berthold.
"We' re only talking about ten to
twelve spots," said Zarrick. The newly
reserved spots, considered prime parking
spots by students, run from the current
gate on Berthold to the beginning of the
theater entrance.
Upon seeing the new parking plan in
action, senior Matt Vineyard said, "I think
in a high school setting students should
take priority over teachers. If they're late,
they're not missing anything."
Charlie Clark defended the new
parking plan saying, "There are more cars
than spots, and everyone needs parking."
He added, "There is now more safe parking
at SLUH than there ever has been in
history."
Clark also commented that there are
a few empty spots on the Berthold lot, as
many students park down the street in
order to try to get out of school quickly.
Regarding the prime parking for faculty,
he said there is "an ongoing plan to get as
much parking for faculty close to school
because they need to bring in their
materials."
In r es ponse, some students
commented that parking should be first
come, first served.
Said one student about the lack of
parking on the Berthold lot, and the now
even more stressed parking situation with

the teachers parking there, "Next thing
you know, Clark will be pushing us in
with caddie prods."
Because of the lack of parking, some
individuals have been ignoring the rules
of the senior parking lot. Vineyard added,
"I've waited three years to park on my
own lot, and now I can't because of the
arrogance of some underclassmen."
Clark said that he recognized the
problems with the senior parking lot, and
said "Seniors will be accomadated." Clark
explained that when the school adds 30 to
40 new spots, and a new fence which will
wrap around the Berthold parking lot,
they will rezone the senior lot.
Unfortunately for seniors this is not to be
completed until early December,
tentatively. Even with the added spots,
parking may become hectic again as
sophomores begin to get their licenses.
Clark and Zarrick each spoke briefly
about the new fence, and security measures
this year. Clark said there have been no
break-ins so far this year. He credited that
largely to Berthold security guard Mark
Monroe, saying, "He is so conscientious
compared to previous guards."
However, he and Zarrick both
commented that students had been taking
their frustrations with parking out on
Monroe. Both said this was wrong and
would not be tolerated, since Monroe is
working "to protect the students."
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M202, M204 transformed into writing lab
24 computers insta!!etfin 'E'!!f!isli cfassroom
Overkamp that having a room used only
for writing was necessary. However, it
was also unrealistic for the English department to lose one of its classrooms, so
the new room would have to function as

habited the computer lab could be moved
to an English classroom.
To make the renovation possible, the
wall that connected rooms 202 and 204
any studentswhohaveclassinroom
204 have probably noticed a vast
was torn down by the maintenance staff
difference between this classroom
during the summer. This process
and others that they have classes in.
was completed by mid-August in
With computers surrounding the
time for fall classes.
perimeter of the room, this learnThe new computers were delivered two weeks ago, after the new
ing space is like no other at the
set of iMacs arrived in the comschool.
puter lab.
With the increased number of
"I like the computers because
computer classes last year, it became unrealistic for the Reading
they give us a chance to do our
and Writing Fiction students to get
homework in class and if we have
any of their work done while in the
any questions we can ask Mr.
Moran," said senior John Stewart.
computer room, thus increasing
their homework load.
Another benefit of the new writing lab is the ability for all SLUR
In the last two weeks, 24 comstudents to use the lab. Said Moran,
puters were installed in the room to
Students reap the benefits of the new writing Jab, which was installed
"This
not an English lab. Social
help accommodate "more sections
over summer vacation.
studies, theology and foreign lanof computer classes," said Rich
guage teachers might, for example, want
both a writing center and a regular classMoran, one of two senior Reading and
to offer students the opportunity to write
Writing Fiction teachers.
room. Overkamp suggested to Moran that
in-class papers on the room's computsome older computers that had once inLast year, it quickly became apparent
ers."
to Moran and computer guru Bob

Patrick Meek
Core Staff

M

Counseling department changes application procedures
Andrew Zimmerman
Reporter
very year, the counseling department
faces the monumental task of dealing
with college applications for each senior.
It is a process that involves much work on
the part of the counseling department, and
the department has decided to make
changes this year that they believe will
make the process flow more smoothly.
One of the major changes that has
been enacted this year requires that seniors have their applications turned in to
their counselors 15 school days before the
mailing date. In the past, the deadline has
been 10 days before the mailing date.
The change was made "to allow teachers to have more time to complete their
student recommendations, because their
personal schedules have to be respected,"

E

commented counselor Ken McKenna.
The new deadline may seem to put a
squeeze on the seniors, but it does not
include essays for the applications. The
counselors are only requiring that the basic, factual section of the application be
completed by the deadline. The essays
can be turned in up until the time the
applications are sent, so seniors will actually receive more time to finish the bulk of
their work.
The earlier deadline is also part of an
effort to be able to get the applications in
the mail and sent to colleges in exactly 15
days. Even if a student turns in an application weeks in advance of the deadline,
"It will still be sent out in 15 days, even if
it does not have the urgency of another
application," said McKenna. "The change
to not processing the applications using
priority will hopefully cause the whole

process to run more smoothly and to encourage seniors to get their applications in
on time," said a hopeful McKenna.
The fee for turning in an application
within a week of the deadline has also
risen this year, to $40. The hike in cost is
designed to get seniors to tum in applications on time to avoid the severe penalty.
The counseling department is also
advising seniors to get only the required
number of teacher recommendations according to a specific college's criteria. It
should help in lessening the workloads of
teachers.
Said McKenna, "Hopefully, getting
only the required number of teacher recommendations will help the students to
relax, not to seem desperate to any colleges, and will allow teachers to use their
time more efficiently to compose better
pieces of work."
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Soccerbills topple Duchesne, Rockwood Summit
The team did not have much time to
rest, though, as they played an equally
tough Duchesne team on Monday.
Duchesne was ranked number one in the
small school poll. Despite Duchesne's

Pat Steinway
Reporter

T

he tenacity of the Jr. Bill soccer
team has been present all season,
with their ability to overcome the loss of
star players and injuries to key players.
This past week was no different as the Jr.
Bills went undefeated against some very
tough teams. On Saturday the SoccerBills
played nationally ranked Edwardsville.
The game ended in a 0-0 tie because of
solid efforts from the Edwardsville goalie
and SLUR's goalie Steve Howenstein:
Howenstein said, "We played areally good game, but their goalie also made
some good saves. We are proving to everyone that we can play with any team. It
doesn' t matter if they are nationally
ranked."

Neil Sanders heads the ball against Rockwood Summit.

ranking, the Jr. Bills went out and beat
them 1-0. Junior Eddie Davis scored his
first goal of the year. Howenstein was in

~E_
n::::-':-:-du
_r_a_b_il_ls_
set
Brian Gilmore
Reporter

A

t last Saturday's Hancock Invitational, featuring more than 25 teams
from the bi-state area and beyond, the Jr.
Bills placed 4th, behind winner West
Plains, Edwardsville, and DeSmet. All
seven varsity runners ran sub-18 minute
times.
TheN finished even better, placing
second behind West Plains. The top three
N runners posted times that bettered the
18:15 varsity time standard, and the freshman team opened up at the full 5000
kilometers for the first time with some
good times.
Pat Leinauer (9th-17:01) and Peter
Schaefer (13th-17:09) led the charge for
the varsity, withDrew Noblot(23rd-17:29)
and Kevin Crean (25th-17:31) close behind. All four medaled, and passed many
runners in the final half of the race to
secure their lofty finishes.
Kyle Gonnerman locked down the
5th spot (31st-17:42) to round out the
JBills' score at 101, good enough for 4th
place. Sophomore Andrew Linhares ran
in the 6th position, finishing in 32nd place
(17:46).

goal again for the victory and posted another shutout.
SLUH then had to travel west to play
Rockwood Summit on Wednesday night.
With the game scoreless at the half, SLUH
looked to scoring leader Dan Hartwig for
some guidance. Hartwig took the spotlight, scoring a natural hat trick in the
second half.
"He was amazing," Howenstein said.
Howenstein himself was amazing, posting his third shutout of the week and fifth
of the year. He got some help from freshman Brent Zang, who was filling in for
captain Ian Mulligan on defense.
Howenstein has a .667 win percentage
and a .944 save percentage. The Jr. Bills
will finally have two days off in a row
until Saturday when they will travel to
Vianney for an MCC game.

to enjoy Jesuit Invitational

Plagued with a lingering illness, John
Parr was unable to run at his usual level,
but he ran well enough for 39th place
(17:59). With Parr and Tipper O'Brien in
the mix, results would have been significantly different, and a 4th place finish
without them is very promising.
"Peter and I ran the race plan very
well, "said Leinauer, "and it felt real good
to pass so many runners in the last couple
miles. We're disappointed that we didn't
finish higher as a team, but we know
better things are yet to come."
Led by a 1-2-3 punch of Brennan
Connor, GeoffStewart, and Matt Killiany,
theN team placed 3 runners in the top 7.
However, West Plains' pack of runners
were able to get in before the Junior Bills
4 & 5 men, so the Harrierbills had to
accept a 2nd place trophy.
In previous years, head coach Jim
Linhares would have beeen thrilled by the
results oflast Saturday. There were years
when he could only dream of having such
performances. However, this year is different.
"This is the best team I've ever
coached," admitted Linhares, "and nobody is happy with our team race Satur-

day. The pieces are there...we just need to
finally put them together."
With various injuries and illnesses,
this theme has been echoed throughout
the year, and everyone on the team is tired
of hearing about how good they could be.
The time for action is now. With O'Brien
and 2000 state runner Andy Skosky back
in practice, the team is looking towards
conference in two weeks to finally show
the state what SLUH can do.
Tomorrow, though, the team is participating in the 2nd annual Jesuit Invitational at Chaminade. Organized by
DeSmet coach Tom Sothers, the meet
brings in teams from Jesuit high schools
around the region to compete in a race
against each other. A full day is scheduled, with Mass and a banquet to follow
the races, and fun will be the days' order
of business.
Festivities at Chaminade start at 2:00
p.m. with the varsity race. They continue
with theN race at 2:30 and the Crace at
3:15. With the late starting times, you
have an even better chance to pull yourself from bed and show some school spirit.
For more, log on to www.sluh.org/xc/
xc.htrn.
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Quick TD leads to 49-14 stomping of Vianney
J2lzar scores 9 secondS intogame onfombkrecove'!l

----------------------------John Stewart

who led the team in tackles, and Adam
Siebenman, who came up with his second
interception of the season, led the defense
as it made big plays all night.
Following a Chris Finney touchdown,
Vianney's next drive turned out to be
their only score against SLUH' s flfst team
defense. The defense
was nearly perfect, but
an 18-yard run by the
Griffins' Brandon Holland cut the Jr. Bills'
lead in half, 14-7.
In the first
five minutes of the second quarter, Chris
Carter danced and
juked his way to two
SLUH running back Brent Harvey jukes a defender in
touchdowns of30 yards
Friday's game against Vlanney.
or longer. In one of the
most dominating performances of his career, Carter looked to be a man amongst
boys as he ran for a career high 190 yards
on just ten carries. He showed great patience as he waited for holes to develop
and displayed great acceleration as he
turned corners on the Griffin defenders.
see STOMP, 10

Reporter
ast starts seem to be a defining
characteristic for the varsity football
team in the 2001 campaign. Last Friday
against Vianney was no exception, as the
Foothills wasted no time in getting another early lead.
Brad Johnson launched the opening
kick inside the Griffin five-yard line. As
the kick returner cradled the ball and ran
up the field, Mike Pettit came from the
near sideline and jarred the ball loose as
he unloaded on the vulnerable Griffin
returner. Junior Joe Azar picked up the
loose ball and exploded into the end zone .
for his first career touchdown on the varsity level. Johnson' s successful PAT gave
Jr. Bills a 7-0 lead just nine seconds into
the game.
Johnson had a great night as far as
kickoffs were concerned, as four of his
kicks went for touchbacks. This led to bad
field position for the Griffins and gave the
Jr. Bills a short field for the majority of the
game.
"I finally feel100% after I broke my

F

Michael Petersen and Tim Roth
Reporters
he Polobills had an easy week off
from competition and were able to
concentrate on the conference tournament
in practice. First on the Jr. Bills'
last
list to destroy was SLUH West, or DeSmet.
Scouting reports indicated a potent Spartan offense, and head coach Charlie
Busenhart looked to defensive experts
Kevin Price, John Pimmel, and Tommy
Heafner to contain DeSmet's 2-meterman,
Joe Caruso. The three allowed only four
shot attempts from Caruso while senior
goalie Mike Petersen also shut him down.
Despite DeSmet's scoring first, senior Donny DesPain decided to even up
the score, and then decided to score four
other goals. Pimmel added three left-

T

;eek

handed goals of his own, while juniors
BillyDahlman,AllenNaylor,and Heafner
completed the scoring.
Going into the fourth quarter, SLUH
was up 11-3, before finally winning 11-6.
Last Saturday, SLUH squared off
with MICDS at the Rec Plex. Both teams
were undefeated, and both teams wanted
the conference championship. SLUH
started off strong, gaining a 3-1lead going
into halftime, with MICDS's only goal
corning off a 4-meter penalty shot.
Midway through the third quarter,
SLUH had increased the advantage to 5-

2.
Somewhere between the timeMICDS
coach Don Casey and his assistant whined
to the referees and SLUR's defense fell
apart, MICDS tied the game at 5-5 and
progressed into overtime, capitalizing on
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''Loveisaninfmitething'': SLUHstaffadoptions
Fifteen years ago, Dan Shelburne and his wife attempted to
adopt from Honduras as well, but the experience they had put
them off of adoption for a long time. All of the paperwork had
gone
through for the adoption, but Shelburne said, "The day
Walking the halls of our school, amidst teachers and adminbefore
the adoption went through, the mother changed her mind."
istrators, men of great generosity tread like giants into the hearts
Thoughts
about adoption were dormant in Shelburne's mind
of those they have saved. Charles Merriott, Dan Shelburne, Joe
of 1996, when he and his wife went to a meeting
until
February
Patke, and Thorn Digman (the latter two ofthird-floorfame) are
of
an
organization
called International Family. Shelburne said he
true examples of men for others.
just
wanted
"a
checklist:
Take this step, and then the next step,
Charles Merriott has been leading a Senior Project trip to
then
follow
this,
and
then
you're done." Clifford Phillips, an
and
Yoro, Honduras since 1995. Ever since the first year a group
expatriate,
and
his
wife,
a
Guatemalan
lawyer, gave Shelburne
headed south, they worked in a center for sickly babies and
exactly
what
he
wanted. Shelburne took
toddlers. One toddler's mother would
the
necessary
steps,
and in November
not return to retrieve him even after he
of
1996
brought
home
their nine-monthrecovered from his illnesses, and the
old
daughter
Vanessa.
center was not yet equipped to hold
Shelburne said adopting Vanessa was
older children. From that point, Merriott
a
"great
experience" which led them to
started the process to adopt that young
adopttheirthird
daughter Karla in 1998.
boy.
The
Shelburnes
already had a biologiThat was 5 years ago this January,
cal
daughter
when
they started the proand Brian, now 7, is still in Honduras.
cess
with
Vanessa
in 1996.
Merriott has had three different lawyers
Shelburne
seems
to
glow when speakin Honduras. Said Merriott, "The first
of
his
girls,
saying
"It's something
ing
three lawyers I had in Honduras either
I
recommend.
Love
is
an
infinite thing,
didn't get the documents right or comand
if
you
have
love
to
give,
that's the
pletely didn't work at all."
reward
in
itself."
Working with a U.S. adoption
Shelburne's great experiences with
agency called SEEK International,
the
Guatemalan adoption home, Casa
which specializes in Guatemalan and
Quivera,
led him to recommend NetRomanian adoptions, Merriott finally
work
Administrator
Joe Patke to adopt
took the search for Brian's mother into
his own hands. "The government offifrom the same location this past sumcials and the people at the center said
mer.
that I couldn't go searching for (Brian's
Patke and his wife already had three
mother) because I could get mugged,
young boys, all of them biological,
when they decided to adopt. "It was my
beaten, or even killed. I told them 'Well, Shelburne's two daughters, Vanessa and Karla
wife's life-long dream, to raise a girl," Patke said. "With the boys
you'd better go with me' and in three days !found more than the
Honduran government had in two years."
being so young, adopting from a country that required a lengthy
stay seemed illogical, so Dan [Shelboume] recommended Casa
''The center was placing themselves in a place of support but
Quivera."
not taking any action. At one point they told me they were a
hundred percent behind me." Merriott responded, "No, you're
Paperwork seemed endless; just after Patke had finished all
of the Guatemalan paperwork, the social worker assigned to the
not."
case in Guatemala was in a serious car accident and all the
By the time Brian was old enough for kindergarten, the
paperwork was lost. Despite setbacks like this, Patke's adoption
center had not made any arrangements to put him in school, and
from
start to finish only took ten months.
by the time Merriott had arranged for him to be put in school, he
Six
years earlier, and halfway around the world, Thorn
would have had to repeat kindergarten. Merriott's frustration and
Digman,
current Vice President of Advancement and Planning,
confusion once he found Brian's mother was extreme, and at one
had
made
a trip to St. Petersburg, Russia through the adoption
point he asked her, "Why don't you take Brian now? He's
agency
called
Small World. When Digman received a tape in
healthy." The blank response Merriott received answered his
1995
of
children
up for adoption, there was only one child left:
questions. Brian is still in Y oro, and the only person that comes
Misha,
then
three
and a half years old. Digman called the choice
to visit him is Merriott, but complications still stand between
"Providence,"
saying,
"(My wife and I) couldn't have chosen.
them. Mr. Merriott's only comments were that "It will all be
We
would
have
taken
them
all."
worth it once it's over."
see ADOPTION, 10

Aidan Podleski
Reporter
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